














































































 

Testimony of Dana Altneu, Assistant Director, Government Contracts  
New York City Council Contracts Committee Hearing 

March 26, 2019 
 

Good afternoon. I am Dana Altneu, Assistant Director of Government Contracts at Good 

Shepherd Services. I want to thank the Committee on Contracts for holding this hearing. 
This issue is of great importance to the nonprofit sector and I appreciate the opportunity to 
testify.  
                                             
Good Shepherd Services goes where children, youth, and families face the greatest 
challenges and builds on their strengths to help them gain skills for success. We provide 
quality, effective services that deepen connections between family members, within schools, 
and among neighbors. To achieve our mission, we lead in the development of innovative youth 
development programs; provide quality, effective services that strengthen participants’ 
connections with family, school and community; and advocate on their behalf for broader 
change. We operate over 90 programs, which help over 30,000 youth and family members in 
struggling neighborhoods throughout New York City.  
 
I want to start off by thanking the Mayor’s Office of Contracting Services and the Non Profit 
Resiliency Committee for their collaborative process and including nonprofits in discussions and 
solutions. One major issue facing nonprofits is delays in contract registration which causes 
major cash flow issues. I very much look forward to the roll out of PASSPort release three in 
early 2020 in order to decrease the administrative burden on nonprofits as well on time contract 
registration.  
 
I wish to touch on two contracting challenges that face not only Good Shepherd Services 
but the sector at large: (1) current funding is inadequate to cover basic programming and 

administrative costs; (2) full participation of all city agencies in the adoption of the 
Mayor’s Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA) and Indirect Increases, as well as 

participation in the Non-profit Resiliency Committee.  
 

Good Shepherd Services currently has over 80 contracts with NYC totaling over $65 
million. These contracts comprise three-quarters of the agency’s budget. However, none 

provide sufficient funds to deliver the basic services expected by the funding agency, 
nor do they cover the necessary administrative supports. We urge the city to go through 
the model budget process for all city contracts in order to ensure the city is paying for the full 
cost of running programs. The process for the Administration of Children’s Services was a 
collaborative process between the city and providers, and a similar process should be used for 
all city contract.  
 



Additionally, all new Requests for Proposals should include at minimum the additional COLA 
and Indirect funding that providers received. No new contracts should pay less than previous 
contracts. This goes against the work of the Non-profit Resiliency Committee and requires non-
profits to pay for the decrease if contract funding.  
 
We are grateful for the adoption of The City of New York Health and Human Services Cost 
Policies and Procedures Manual, but without additional funding, non-profits will continue to need 
to privately fundraise the difference between what the city pays and the actual cost of running 
high quality programming. We request that the city:  

1. Allocate funds, $250 million, through the city budget process to enable contracts to be 
adjusted to reimburse the increased indirect rates.  Given the amount of time that 
contract indirect rates have remained too low, we recognize that it will take a substantial 
infusion of new resources to make reimbursement of actual costs possible.  It would be 
reasonable to anticipate that movement toward real indirect cost reimbursement would 
need to be phased in over time; however we strongly believe that the city’s commitment 
to high-quality human services requires putting in place a concrete, actionable plan. 

2. Commit to include cost-escalators into the boilerplate for all human service 
contracts.  Cost escalators should automatically kick in with all contract renewals and 
extensions.  Cost escalators should similarly be aligned with real cost increases and be 
directly funded. 

The gap between what the City funds on our contracts and what we can supplement with private 
and philanthropic dollars has grown too wide. It is vital that no cuts are made to human service 
programs as part of the mandated budget reductions and the chronic underfunding of the sector 
is rectified.  
 

It is vital that all New York City agencies include COLA and Indirect Rate increases in their 
contracts, as outlined in the Mayor’s budget in Fiscal Year 2018. This includes the Department 
of Education which is currently under the Mayor’s control. Good Shepherd Services alone would 
have to cover $150,000 of funding if the DOE does not include these increases in Fiscal Year 
19 contracts. Additionally, all city agencies, including DOE, should be participants in the Non-
profit Resiliency Committee and adopt all policies and procedures put forward.  
 
Contracts with government are essential to our organization and the programs we offer, 

and government relies on us to provide critical services in communities on their behalf. 
With stagnant dollars, contract delays, and duplicative reporting the cost of taking on 

government contracts has become a risk to our health.  
 

Thank you again for providing me with this opportunity to testify, and for your continued 
partnership with our sector. I am happy to answer any questions.  
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Good afternoon Chairperson Brannan and members of the Committee on Contracts.  My name is Louisa Chafee 

and I am the Senior Vice President for External Relations and Public Policy at UJA-Federation of New York. 

On behalf of UJA, our network of nonprofit partners and those we serve, thank you for the opportunity to testify 

on human services contracting practices and deficiencies that nonprofit providers are currently dealing with.  

 

Established more than 100 years ago, UJA-Federation of New York is one of the nation's largest local 

philanthropies. Central to our mission is to care for those in need. We identify and meet the needs of New 

Yorkers of all backgrounds and Jews everywhere. We connect people to their communities and respond to 

crises both locally and around the world. We support nearly 100 nonprofit organizations serving those that are 

most vulnerable and in need of programs and services. 

 

New York City provides a wide range of human services to low income and vulnerable individuals and families 

to address a myriad of needs including: food supports, senior centers, sheltering, supportive housing, mental 

health care, workforce development, and legal services.  These services are provided by nonprofits and 

managed through government contracts. Currently there are about $4 billion in health and human services 

(HHS) contracts open with the City of New York.  

 

Out of a $92 billion proposed budget, human services funds should not be sacrificed to meet the mandated 

reductions set by the Administration this year. These services are too important in addressing inequality in our 

city, and are themselves already severely underfunded, with reimbursement of 80 cents (or less) for every 

dollar. Providers regularly have to fill the gap between what the City funds for services and what it actually 

costs to provide them. It is at a breaking point, where not even fundraising or philanthropic dollars can 

adequately alleviate this fiscal stress. It is vital that no cuts are made to human service programs as part of the 

mandated budget reductions, and it is equally important that the chronic underfunding of the sector is rectified. 

 

The nonprofit human services sector is united in asking the City Council to include in their budget response a 

request for the Mayor to invest $250 million dollars to fill the gap between provider’s indirect costs and the 

contract reimbursement rates from the City. The new “Health and Human Services Cost Policies and Procedures 

Manual”, which was developed as part of the Nonprofit Resiliency Committee, lays out standardized indirect 



 

costs for the human services sector. However, without increased funding to address these gaps this manual 

displays in our contracts, the fiscal crisis we are facing remains unaddressed. Based on numbers provided by the 

Office of Management and Budget, $250 million is needed to cover the cost of implementing these standards. 

 

In addition to deficient service reimbursement rates and inadequate funding for indirect costs, contracts are 

registered late 89% of the time across City agencies. Providers cannot defer services while waiting for their 

contracts to be registered. Instead, they are forced to begin programming without payment. Even after contracts 

are registered, payments are often significantly delayed as well.  

 

Human services contracts also fail to take into account occupancy costs, like rent, relevant taxes, maintenance 

and insurance costs, as well as fringe and cost of living adjustments. An attempt at a transformative "model 

budget" announced at start of FY18 used five City agencies to test this process: DHS’s Homeless Services 

contracts, HRA's Adult Protective Services contracts , DFTA's Senior Center contracts, DYCD's Runaway and 

Homeless Youth contracts and ACS's Preventive Services contracts. The City committed to developing a 

rightsizing tool to systematically correct underfunding. The goal of the "model budget" was understood to be an 

analysis of costs of service provision and response to contract inequities by rightsizing fiscal shortcomings. 

  

However, from the start, no clear guidelines or structure were communicated; there was minimal coordination 

and little transparency provided to nonprofits meant to benefit from the process. Ultimately, there was 

significant failure in this process, either through delays or limited scope. The DFTA Senior Center model 

budget targeted programming and certain staff salaries. Egregiously, kitchen staff salaries and food costs were 

not included in this formula. Ultimately, poor implementation and inconsistencies dominated the "model 

budget" process and in some cases only exacerbated the same issues these reforms were meant to address. 

 

UJA-Federation is grateful to the City Council for their support of our FY19 requests to encourage system-wide 

contract review and allow providers to adjust contracts to support cost escalators for rent, insurance, supplies 

and utilities, and appropriately account for fringe benefits over the life of the contract. We hope you will 

continue to support us in our requests for FY20, including $250 million to fully fund the “Health and Human 

Services Cost Policies and Procedures Manual” and standing with the sector to reject any cuts to human 

services funding.  

 

UJA also thanks the Council for introducing Intros. 1448, 1449, 1450 which attempt to streamline the 

contracting process for nonprofits. Thank you for listening to providers and advocates to help alleviate a 

stressful, timely and costly process. We also thank the Council for including changes to the procurement 

process in the Charter Revision Commission recommendations.  

 

As the City continues to strive to achieve fairness and equity among all of its residents, UJA-Federation 

respectfully urges your consideration and support of these system-wide nonprofit contracting improvements to 

strengthen the City's human services providers. Thank you for your time; if you have any questions please 

contact me at chafeel@ujafedny.org.  
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